


Item 2 - Terms of Reference 

Discussion A review of the fixture and associated matchday operations has been 
carried out. The review was conducted by Sheffield City Council as the 
certifying authority, with cooperation from Sheffield Wednesday who are 
ultimately responsible for safety in the stadium. 

The process benefitted from the oversight of the Sports Grounds Safety 
Authority. 

The Chair wished to place on record the Councils appreciation for the 
assistance of both Sheffield Wednesday and the SGSA in this matter. 
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Item 3 - Initial Concerns 

Discussion A photograph and report posted on social media by a journalist showing fam 

congregated around the tunnel on the Leppings Lane Lower Stand purportec 
to show fans in distress and a lack of stewarding. The image was taken 9 
minutes before kick off. 
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Item 4 - Review Process 

Discussion Sheffield City Council carried out a review into the concerns. Various 
documents and records were scrutinized including; 

• Matchday stewarding records and;
• Matchday event log and;
• Matchday CCTV and;
• Matchday ticketing records and;
• Matchday medical records and;
• Accounts from Newcastle United supporters (via the Newcastle United

Supporters Trust) and;
• Social media channels .

In addition, capacity calculations were rechecked onsite, alongside a walk 

through of the supporter journey in entering the stadium. 
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• Fans directed through the wrong turnstiles
• Suspicion map on rear of ticket doesn't accurately depict the stand

layout

It was noted that a further request went to the Newcastle United 
Supporters Trust asking for any images or footage of the issues described, 
but none had been received by the date of the meeting. 
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Item 7 - Supporter Journey 

Discussion 
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The review considered the supporter journey from arriving on the Leppings 
Lane forecourt, through entering the search lanes, turnstiles and subsequen 
accessing of the stand and seating area. In light of the concerns raised in 
the accounts of the Newcastle supporters, the upper portion of the Leppings 
Lane stand was included in this process. Findings were; 

Leppings Lane Lower 

• Appropriate number of turnstiles for the capacity of the stand
• Signage directing fans to numbered seats is clear and at an

appropriate height
• A corrugated fence, (designed to separate home and away fans when

the stand is split) is situated behind the turnstiles. A gap in this fence
offers a view of the pitch through the central access tunnel

Leppings Lane Upper 

• Appropriate number of turnstiles for the capacity of the stand

• Upper stand accessed via a pair of staircases which discharge at   
eithE end of the upper concourse

• Concourse houses catering and toilet blocks, alongside a bookmakers 
kiosk
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Conclusions 
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for the management of said fixture, with particular regard to the Leppings 
Lane end. 

The club agreed with the high profile risk assessment comment and stated 
that measures were already being discussed internally in this regard. Initial 
considerations were to limit the capacity in the Upper West Stand to 2000  
ard the Lower West to 1000, subject to relevant calculations. 

The club offered a response to the apparent ticketing errors on the West 
Stand Lower, in that the actual error was not the selling of incorrect tickets, 
but staff removing covers on incorrect seats, leaving seats that were actuall1 

sold covered. The matchday event log and CCTV images show that this   
error was recognised and rectified by 1645hrs, some 75 minutes before kick 
off at a time when relatively few supporters were in the stadium. 

A general discussion ensued where all parties offered comments in relation 

to the legacy issues of Hillsborough as an older stadium and its history. 

The Chair thanked all present for attending at relatively short notice and 
closed the meeting. 
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